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From the Editor’s Desk

F

or this issue, I am turning over this space to my spouse, Joe, who wrote
this column for the March, 2005, issue of the Darkroom Door. His words
are just as timely now as they were then.

Observing
Joe Polevoi

I

like to think we who dabble in the
visual arts—photographers, artists,
etc., are endowed with an extra
sense; the ability to observe more
of the world around us. Something
catches our eye that seems worthy
of capturing in our cameras. In the
current issue of Popular Photography,
Joel Grey describes what interests
him in photography. “Mystery, like
what am I looking at here? And why
is this? Something that really puts
a question in my mind or a sense
of awe. And I try to capture that
moment. All I have is experience
and intuition and my eye.” What a
wonderful way to describe his method
of observing.
Lately, with the convenience of the
digital format, we can experiment
more without the concern of wasting
film. We may be aiming at the same
subjects, but we can explore more
in those subjects. I think more visual
surprises are appearing in our
competitions because of that extra
effort. As far as I know, CPS is the
only club in the area that motivates its
members to discover more by having
a Creative Competition category. I
enjoy the new imaginative entries
submitted from members, who in

the past, produced pleasant and
predictable compositions. This kind
of work should attract future members
who have grown up in this visual
age of off-the-wall thinking. It seems
to me that some judges hesitate
more before commenting on offbeat
creative entries. The old rules like
“tack sharp and rule of thirds” need
to be revised to allow more latitude in
considering photos. Artists have not
been restricted by such rules as they
made their artistic statements, but
photography competitions have been
unbending regarding what constitutes
acceptable photography.
I see so much of the mainstream
subjects when I visit other local clubs.
Certainly the photos are examples
of good photography, but I don’t feel
the photographers are challenged or
encouraged to look at their subjects
from different viewpoints. The more
we use our ability to observe, the more
artistic we become. Our creative
output will fascinate viewers because
we are not locked into repeating what
has been done in the past. Take that
extra moment to fully OBSERVE your
subject before you take that shot!

President’s Message

A Busy Time
It seems as though this has been a
very busy year and, indeed, it has
been. CPS has been involved in
many activities since last June, too
numerous to mention. We should all
remember a few highlights.
Over the past year, we have had a
great competition year, topped off
by a terrific end-of-year competition.
The spirited competitions during the
year were no less enjoyable than the
beauty of the photography itself. What
a joy to sit in the clubroom with the
other members and view the fantastic
assortment of wonderful photography
that our members create. I am always
taken aback by the talent that is
displayed by the quality of the photos.
Congratulations to all the members
who participated in this year’s
competitions. I would like to thank all
those who worked so hard to make
this year’s competitions such a great
success, especially our wonderful
Director of Competitions Maria Kaiser,
who has decided to step down after
doing such a terrific job. Thanks
again, Maria.
Our members have stood out within
the community as well. We started
last summer out with a bang and
supported all of the wonderful
walking events that take place all
over Northeast Ohio and got involved
in numerous events. We supported
our Famicos friends with all of their
activities, and the support given to
Western Reserve Historical Society
covered a lot of ground.

Again this last winter, we put our
best foot forward with our involvement
in the Cleveland Homeless Stand
Down. We redoubled our efforts by
supporting two days for this event
and doubled the number of portraits
that we took and provided to the
participants. My sincere thanks to
all of the members who gave of their
time and talent to support all of our
Community Service activities. Special
thanks go out to Rick Wetterau and
John Earl Brown for their management
of the Homeless Stand Down event.
Thanks to Jim Frazer for his tireless
effort as the overall Director of the
Community Service activities for CPS.
Dan Le Hoty has kept us busy all year
with a myriad of field trips covering
all possible types of photography.
He, and the others who have stepped
forward to assist in leading these
field trips, have covered everything
from bus trips to Pittsburgh, Pa.,
to indoor and outdoor trips to Back
to the Wild. We have done nature
shoots, lighthouse and Lake Erie
shoots, model shoots both indoors
and out, and let us not forget the
Armory, Franklin Castle and Terminal
Tower shoots. We have shot in the
early morning, midday and at night.
We have enjoyed the sunshine, our
wonderful Cleveland gray skies. And,
what would a Christmas Lights field
trip in the winter be without bitter cold
and snow? Thanks again, Dan, for all
the great opportunities.
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Last, but not least, we had the social
event of the year: our Annual Banquet.
This year was very special as we did a
fundraiser drawing to help defer some of
the cost the members incur in attending
this great evening. We want to thank
David Busch, Dale and Jen Simmons,
Elisha Cerino, Tina Grimm and Emily
Ann Clark for providing items for the
drawing. This effort raised over $1000 to
offset the cost of the tickets for the 104
members and guests who attended the
event. We had a last-minute change of
venue that moved us to the Hilton East in
Beachwood. I think everyone agreed that
everything, including the facilities, were
better than the year before. A special
thanks to Peggy Miklus for managing this
event—she managed the whole event
without additional assistance. Great job,
Peggy!
As you can see, we have had another
busy and varied year here at CPS. I
know that we are going to begin this
2010-2011 CPS year with a bang. There
are lots of field trips planned already.
We have the school and the hospitality
committee teaming up again to have a
field trip at Maplecrest Farms. And, the
month of June kicks off a new year of
competition activity. The Community
Service activities calendar is filling up
rapidly and we are starting to plan for the
Annual Banquet. So don’t be left out, join
in the activities and see just how far your
membership reaches.

CPS Community Service
Community Service
Program
Jim Frazer

Cleveland Photographic Society’s
Community Service Program has
taken off this year full force. We have
attended a number of exciting events
during this time. We are continually
being recruited by new organizations
who have heard of our work from
other organizations. The following is
an overview of what the Community
Service members did during April,
May and June.
Famicos Foundation, one of the
oldest community development
corporations in the city of Cleveland,
has been very active with CPS. On
May 15, Dave Brooks, Joanne Damian
and I attended the Famicos Cultural
Gardens Walk. The event was wellreceived and brought attention to
the wonderful work being done by
the Famicos organization. Famicos
also had a booth at Parade the Circle
on June 12. Their booth had large
canvases on which the children
were asked to paint an image from
their neighborhood. Joanne and
I photographed this for them. On
June 29, Joanne and I attended
the Famicos Annual Meeting.

Residents of the neighborhoods
served by the foundation were invited
to attend the meeting. Also present
were Councilman Jeff Johnson and
Daryl Rush, Director of Community
Development for the City of Cleveland.
On Sunday, June 6, Matt Kuhns, Maria
Kaiser and Nick Cancilliere attended
the Friendship Circle of Cleveland
Awards Evening. Their photographs
have been posted on the Friendship
Circle’s website. This event recognizes
the devoted and compassionate teens
who brighten the lives of children with
special needs.
Dee Palmer, Art Biagianti, Joanne
Damian and Arlan Heiser attended
the American Diabetes Tour de
Cure that was held at Blossom Music
Center on June 13. Despite the
heat, high humidity and the threat
of thunderstorms, 390 riders came
out to ride. Nearly 50 Red Riders
joined the tour reminding us of what
this event is really about. Here is a
quote from the ADA’s Tour de Cure
website: “You may have seen the crew
of photographers from the Cleveland
Photographic Society we had out at
Tour. Thank you to all the photographers
that helped.” Here is a link to the
webpage so that riders can access
the photos taken by our members:

Parade the Circle

Jim Frazer
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Friendship Circle

Jim Frazer

http://www.tourdecurephotogifts.
org/searcheventphotogallery.
aspx?frm=SelectPhotos
Hands On Northeast Ohio is
an organization that trains and
provides volunteers who help various
organizations in Northeast Ohio.
Hands On envisions a world in which
all individuals discover their power to
make a difference and are equipped as
active, engaged citizens. On June 15,
Joanne and I attended a “Bingo Night”
for the residents at St. Augustine Health
Campus. Volunteers assisted residents
throughout the evening.
On June 21, Don Keller and I attended
the Cleveland Scholarship Programs
“Celebration of Excellence” at the
Ohio Theater. The mission of CSP is
“To increase college enrollment and
success, primarily for students from
Cuyahoga County, through leadership,
collaboration and the provision of
advisory services and need-based
financial assistance.” The evening
honored graduating high-school
seniors, who will be attending college
with financial aid being provided by
Cleveland Scholarship Programs.
If you are interested in volunteering to
photograph for a future event, please
contact Jim Frazer at jim@cemotion.
com or Joanne Damian at jldamian@
me.com.

Field Trips
Field Trip Happenings
Marcia Polevoi

Since there was just one competition
held during the spring months, CPS
instead offered a large variety of field
trips. We will cover them in some detail
with emphasis on photos taken at the
various locations. The three visits to
the Terminal Tower building at twilight
got the most attention. In addition, a big
favorite was the bus trip to Pittsburgh,
as well as the Environmental and
Faces of Wisdom portrait sessions.
(See separate stories on these
activities elsewhere.) Here’s a
sampling of other popular events.
Parade the Circle, is an annual
event held on the grounds near the
Art Museum, found many CPS folks
taking advantage of colorful costumes.
There was the big parade along with
various activities in the park that
offered great photo ops.

Kaleidoscopic Clown

Joe Polevoi

Ray Humphries
Ready to Shoot

Going Up

Betsy Barker

The Chagrin Falls Hot Air Balloon
lifts were part of a larger festival.
A good-sized group of CPS
people arrived early evening to get
advantageous blanket and chair
seating and to picnic a bit. The
balloons started filling at dusk and
then they hovered, lighted, above the
crowd for a while.
Another group of club members met
and drove to Upper Sandusky for
another visit to Back to the Wild,
a non-profit bird and animal rescue
haven run by Mona Rutger. Mona and
her helpers set up the photo subjects
(mostly birds) to appear as if they are
in a natural setting. It is always an
enjoyable trip, as our host, Mona, is
so accommodating. She asks only for
a nominal donation to the facility.

Magical Glow

Mark Zeleznik
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Di Adams

Many CPS people once again
ventured out to the former Chippewa
Lake Park. The club visited here
last summer and it proved to be an
extremely interesting visit. The return
visit was to see how it had changed in
a year. Plus, demolition was beginning
to start as the park is being taken over
by new owners to begin a new life.

Mouse Trap
Infrared

“Where the Wild Things Are”

Marcia Polevoi

Brian Bosworth

We Went Sky High
Joanne Damian

CPS was pleased to offer three
rare photographic opportunities for
its members—a chance to shoot
Cleveland’s downtown skyline
from the observation levels of the
Terminal Tower at twilight! We were
provided access to both the indoor
and OUTDOOR observation decks
of Cleveland’s most recognizable
building. The Observation Decks have
been closed to the public since 9/11,
so this was a fantastic opportunity.
The trips were scheduled for twilight
in order to capture the photographic
“golden hour.” With a maximum of
40 members allowed per trip, each
sold out quickly. As the “golden hour”
approached, the photographers were
divided into three smaller groups
giving each group 20 minutes, after
climbing up the steps, to be on the
outdoor deck.
The weather cooperated beautifully for
every trip. Even the rain that tried to
dampen the spirits on the second one
did not last long and members were
treated to a wonderful sunset. Those
who went up to the outdoor deck
were pleased to able to shoot without
window glass interfering. We were
afforded views from all directions, with
visibility ranging from hazy to clear. It
was truly a different way to look at our
city and to see other landmarks from
a bird’s-eye view. And, speaking of
birds, many of us saw the well-known
peregrine falcon nest with the parents
hovering near their chicks. The male
afforded us excellent looks by perching
on a light fixture right outside a window.
The Greenbriar Suite was open for
us during our visits and we were
able have our folks get in to see the
suite during each trip. This offered
an intriguing look into the lives of the
Van Swerigen brothers who took over
and built to their plans the 32nd &
33rd floors for their personal lodgings.
The rooms that we were able to see
showed how the very well-to-do lived
in the l920s. Rooms were elegantly

CPS Members Await a Ride Up

Science Center from Terminal Tower

Looking East at Dusk

decorated and an oversized kitchen
was used for entertaining. Our host
and leader, Stephen Bir, of Forest City
Management, was extremely helpful.
He provided us with interesting stories
of the Terminal’s history and lore. A
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Ron Skinner

Paul Hulin

Matthew Kuhns

big “Thank You” to Forest City for all
their assistance.
Feedback has been very positive
and we plan to have more trips to the
Terminal in the future.

Visit to the Steel City
John MacKenzie

Duquesne Incline

A Different
Perspective

Shooting a Dinosaur

John MacKenzie

Guided by former Pittsburgh resident
and now Star Tour-guide, Ron
Wilson, CPS shooters descended
on Pittsburgh for a day of fun and
photography. Our Lakefront motor
coach literally glided over the highway
on its air-glide suspension, and even
possessed a magical capability. It was
an intermittent rainy day and whenever
the motor started, it rained like a tidal
wave. However, as soon as the motor
was turned off, the rain stopped, so
we essentially had a rain-free day.

One of our first stops was along a high
ridge overlooking the city. Another was
at the Duquesne Incline where CPSers
took photos from the observation
decks and at the Incline, as well as the
gears in the basement. Then we went
to the Photo Antiquities photography
museum. It was literally stuffed with
the history of photography, from floor
to ceiling and wall-to-wall. There
were cameras of all kinds, examples
Deanna Melendez of old-to-new photographic printing

techniques, and photos of the history
of our country. Most memorable to
me were pictures taken during the
1920s Great Depression. Current
financial troubles are insignificant by
comparison. From there, we went to
Bessemer Court at Station Square, an
upscale riverside entertainment area
where we had lunch.
Early afternoon was spent
photographing and enjoying the
ambiance of the Court. Late afternoon,
we toured Pittsburgh’s modernized
downtown, with PPG’s complex of
beautiful mirror-glass walled office
buildings and Central Square with
water fountains. Then on to the West
End Overlook, situated high over
Pittsburgh, where twilight photos of
the whole golden triangle were taken.
Stepping back on the bus we returned
to Cleveland with many memories and
photos. YES, I would recommend this
trip to a friend!

Awesome Photo Museum

Joe Polevoi
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Joe Polevoi

Model Shoots:
Environmental Portraits
Nancy Balluck

In May, CPS members had the
opportunity to participate in two
exciting portraiture workshops;
Environmental Portraiture and
Faces of Wisdom.
The three-day Environmental
Portraiture workshop, conducted by
myself, consisted of a lecture on using
natural light to shoot fine portraits of
family and friends. The lecture was
then followed by a field trip, using the
rich textures and wonderful natural
light of Squire’s Castle at North
Chagrin Metro Park as the backdrop
for our shoot. Several days later, we
gathered at the clubhouse for an
evening of camaraderie as we shared
and discussed our work the Squire’s
Castle shoot.
All students shot at least one “People
Competition” worthy print. They
learned how to direct and organize
a successful shoot, from the ground
floor up, without the use of studio
lights or professional models. We
experimented with various posing
techniques using reflectors and
diffusers to produce the exceptional
quality of light that fell on the subjects.
Students brought a friend or family
member as their model. Barb
Pennington, Cheryl Donovan, Rob
Erick and I assisted the students,
answering questions and providing
suggestions. I will be offering another
environmental portraiture workshop
in September. Please check the CPS
calendar on the website.
Thanks to Barb Pennington, another
shoot took place at the clubhouse
using senior citizens as models.
Barb had four of her senior friends,
all professional actors, if they would
pose for the club. They agreed and
the shoot was officially named “Faces
of Wisdom.” It was fantastic! The
models were a hoot! Each actor was
assigned a specific spot—two were in
the clubhouse modeling under studio

Environmental
Portrait

Carol Squire Castle Beauties
Kuegeler

Red Hair Model

Paul Hulin

Jill Taranowski

A Most Delightful Twinkle

Di Adams

Black Hat Model

Paul Hulin

lights and two were outside modeling
under natural light. All participants
were divided into four groups and had
the opportunity to spend at least half
an hour with each model. The models
brought various props and seemed to
change their personalities with every
new prop.
We learned that a model does not
have to be young and beautiful. Those
“Faces of Wisdom” had character and
animation, two important aspects of
a successful shoot. We hope to have
another shoot like this. Those senior
models were great! Ron Wilson, Jim
McClintock, Dan Le Hoty, Karen Hoinke
and I assisted at each of the shooting
stations.
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Sailing In

Karen Warkany

Smile, Everyone!

Joe Polevoi

Tall Ships Sail into City
Marcia Polevoi

Pull Those Ropes

Tall Ship at Full Sail

Jan DeBlaay

On an extremely hot summer day, eleven Tall Ships sailed into
Cleveland and CPS was there to greet them. About 40 members
were aboard The Holiday, a boat hired to take us out on Lake
Erie, where everyone had great opportunities to photograph the
Tall Ships as they arrived. We were able to get quite close to the
ships on the water. After they neared shore, we could hear the
sound of cannon fire as they fought a mock battle. In spite of the
heat, everyone had a great time. There were even more chances
to shoot these magnificent ships in the days following, as we
could actually get on board a couple of the ships. A big thanks to
Rob Erick for making the arrangements and to Jack Ulman for his
assistance.

Time Travel

Shannon Rice
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David Wilkinson

Member News and Recognition

Kolman Rosenberg suggested that
the Lake County Visitors Bureau
mention the book: David Busch’s
Digital Photography Bucket List: 100
Great Digital Photos You Must Take
Before You Die on their Facebook
page. The book features two photos
taken in Lake County by Kolman. One
was shot at Mentor’s Take Pride in
America event and the other at the
Lake County Heritage Festival.

e•f
Rick Wetterau’s photo titled “Tomatillo
Husk” was published in Popular
Photography, Shutterbug, and in the
Chinese edition of Pop Photo.

e•f
The 2010 Canton Luminaire
Photography Show at the Joseph
Saxton Gallery in Canton, Oh.,
had a number of CPS members
represented. Only 100 photos were
accepted out of more than 700 entries.
Darlene Beitner won a 2nd Place in
Commercial, while John Earl Brown
and Ryn Clarke took Curator’s Choice
awards. Others in the show were John
Opalko and Susan Onysko.

e•f
Stephenie Piekarski took a 2nd
Honorable Mention with her photo
“Sleeping Beauty” at an art gallery
show in Peninsula, Oh. The show
ran from late April to mid-June.

CPS was well represented at the
FOCUS 2010 5th Annual Exhibition
that opened in April. Peggy Miklus
and Rick Wettereau won awards in
individual categories. Neil Evans and
George Sipl won Key Bank awards.
Others receiving Judges’ Choice
Awards were: Nancy Balluck, John
Earl Brown, Debbie DiCarlo, Rob
Erick, Barb Pennington and Janet
Sipl. Also in the show were Joanne
Damian, Bill Rittman and Stephanie
Wollmann.

e•f
A new CPS ribbon was introduced at
our Annual Banquet. It is called The
Perfect Score and was given for the
only perfect score during the 20092010 competitions. The award went
to Mary Rynes. From now on, the
award will be handed out on the night
of the competition. A second one was
awarded to Harry Kaulfersch for the
Pictorial Competition on June 11
(see cover photo).

Darkroom Door Scanning Project
Dave Brooks

It should be any day now that I’ll be
getting a call from the bindery to tell
me that our Darkroom Door (DD)
books are ready for pick up! That
will mark the end of Phase II of the
Darkroom Door Project. I suspect
everyone knows this was a project
started last year to gather as many
DDs going back as many years as
I could to find them. We would then
put them in book form to put in our
library and eventually on our web
site for all to see.

our collection. From August 1983 to
May 1984, I couldn’t find any DDs and
the ones I did find were either one
page, two months were combined
into one publication or may not have
even been printed. We had another
scanning party recently to get Phase
II rolling. Thanks to everyone who
volunteered to help including Dean
Michos, Ghanious X, Randy Beiter,
Jim Frazer, Dee Palmer, Sonya Yost,
Tom Legeza, Maria Kaiser, Rick
Wetterau, among others.

Phase I covered the DD’s from 1987
to 2002, which was completed last
year. Phase II covers 1969 to 1986.
I still am missing several from 2003
and 2004. With the exception of
1983 and 1984, which seemed to be
lean DD years, I was able to find at
least one copy for Phase II to archive
the books for our own library. That
means that from 1969 to 2002, we
only have 11 months missing from

Rick, his wife Pam, Jim and I went
downtown to the Cleveland Public
Library one Saturday morning to
scan some originals that only the
library has. We probably came close
to getting kicked out a few times
because we were laughing so hard
at the old issues! Look for the
Darkroom Door books to appear
in our library soon.
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Club Events
CPS Surveys Members
Rob Erick

As CPS continues to grow, the club
has encountered a substantial amount
of benefits along with a number of
challenges. To meet these challenges,
the Board decided to solicit input
from the membership on some of
the key aspects of what makes CPS
the special organization it is. At the
April board meeting, it was decided
that a member survey be crafted and
distributed. Then some dates would be
set aside to allow everyone to provide
feedback and ask questions at several
meetings in a Town Hall format.
Several Board members volunteered
to work on the survey, specifically
zoning in on the topics of competitions,
field trips and the types of events and
activities members liked most and
least. Working with Webmaster Randy
Beiter, the questions were formulated
as an online survey and sent out to
the entire membership. Over 53% of
the members responded (an excellent
return for such a survey) and the
Board then spent considerable time
analyzing the data obtained, as well
as the additional comments received
from both the survey and the Town
Hall sessions.

Annual Banquet
a Smash
Marcia Polevoi

CPS held its Annual Banquet
on May 15 at the Hilton Hotel
in Beachwood. More than 100
members attended and were treated
to a delicious meal, the awarding of
ribbons and medals and, most of all,
a good deal of socializing.
The biggest surprise of the evening
was the unveiling of a DVD of the
Bucket List book. The DVD used
every image from the book. It is
a fast-paced video presentation
that was created by Vagn Steen, a
professional videographer and set
to original music by George Sipl,
who composes music for various
commercial clients. Both of these
talented men are CPS members
donated their time to make this

project happen. The disc runs about
6 minutes and there are plans to use
it to promote both the book and CPS.
The DVD is now available for sale for
$3.00 in the clubroom.
The winners of the 2009-2010 End
of Year Competition were announced
during the banquet. They were Sue
Curtis, Sharon Doyle, Neil Evans,
Jeffrey Gibson, Ray Muzilla, Barb
Pennington, Joe Polevoi, Russell
Purnell, Jr., Mary Rynes, Dale and
Jen Simmons, George Sipl, Rick
Wetterau and Ron Wilson. Their
photos will hang in the Gathering
Room at our clubroom until June 2011.
In addition, a new category award
“The Perfect Score” was created for
any member receiving a perfect 27
points in a competition during the year.
Mary Rynes was the first recipient of
this award for her photo “Flower Show
Entry” in the June Pictorial competition.

Next, there were two follow-up
meetings to discuss the results and
findings with our members. These
were not only to share the information
gathered, but also provided a glimpse
of the changes that will result. These
also allowed members, once again,
an opportunity for more questions and
comments.
Beginning almost immediately and
continuing over the course of the
next several months, members will
see changes to the way CPS runs
competitions, how we will work to
better assimilate new members,
how we communicate and how we
will endeavor to provide a more

Members enjoying the annual banquet
personalized membership experience
to all. Thanks to all those who
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Marcia Polevoi
provided input and feedback. The
future looks bright so—stay tuned!

CPS Competition Winners

This section: Sampling of CPS Competition winners.
Complete standings available at: www.clevelandphoto.org

No Money Left for Dance Lessons
Pictorial – First Place

Michelle Smith
The Tower
Pictorial – Second Place

Iris
Pictorial – Honorable Mention

Janine Brooks
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Darlene Beiter

Sweet Baby James
Pictorial – Second Place

Sharon Doyle

Verb in Blue
Pictorial – Third Place

Building
Pictorial – Third Place

Dan Kozminski
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Ron Wilson

Flamingo with Attitude
Pictorial – Third Place

Dew Droplets 		
Pictorial – Honorable Mention

Ed Rynes

Jane Rosenberg

Daisy Cliche 			
Pictorial – Honorable Mention
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Susan Ramdin

Club Information

The Cleveland Photographic Society
CPS has operated continuously since
1887, making us one of the oldest camera
clubs in North America. The organization
currently has more than 300 members
and is one of the few anywhere to have its
own permanent clubroom. The objectives
of the society are to promote and advance
the understanding, passion and joy of
photography by providing opportunities
for education, skill development, picture

CPS Competitions
CPS holds 16 competitions each year as a part of
our regular Friday evening meeting schedule. Only
members can enter images for competition, but all are
invited to attend. Competition categories are Nature,
People, Creative and Pictorial (open category) and three
competitions per category are held throughout the year. In
addition, four Projection competitions are held, displaying
projected digital images. The category for Projection
competitions is Pictorial (open).
In addition to formal competitions, several People’s Choice
Nights are held throughout the year. These are informal,
unjudged evenings devoted to specific themes, such as
Architecture, Photojournalism, etc. Competition Rules and
Results, as well as slide shows of winning images can be
found on the Competition page of our website.

taking, competition, critique, and

CPS Membership

fellowship. We meet almost every Friday

Annual dues: Single member rate is $54.00; Couples
are $81.00; Family (couple plus one or more children)
is $117.00; Junior member (under 18) and Distance
member categories (roughly over 100 miles) are $36.00.
A downloadable application form and more details can be
found on our website: www.clevelandphoto.org

evening and our meetings are always open
to visitors and guests—we invite you to
visit us! Our clubroom is located on the
City of Broadview Heights campus. The
clubroom opens at 7:30 p.m. and meetings
begin at 8:00 p.m. Visit our website for
directions, maps, and further information:
www.clevelandphoto.org

Join us and enjoy all the benefits of being a part of one
of the most dynamic, active, and friendliest camera clubs
in the US. Photographic education and fellowship are
our primary tenets and a part of all we offer. No matter
your skill level or photographic interest, you’ll find lots of
activities that will enhance your skills—and you’ll have FUN
along the way!
Club Calendar
The complete and updated Club Calendar can be obtained
at www.clevelandphoto.org

Our Mission: The mission of the Cleveland Photographic Society is to promote and
advance the understanding, passion and joy of photography by providing opportunities
for education, skill development,
picture taking, competition, critique and fellowship.
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